Neutron powder diffraction based atomic pair distribution functions (PDFs) are reported from the new wide angular-range chopper spectrometer ARCS at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). The spectrometer was run in white-beam mode with no Fermi chopper. The PDF patterns of Ni and Al 2 O 3 were refined using the PDFfit method and the results compared to data collected at the NPDF diffractometer at Los Alamos National Laboratory. The resulting fits are of high quality demonstrating that quantitatively reliable powder diffraction data can be obtained from ARCS when operated in this configuration.
Neutron Science Center (LANSCE). Here we show that quantitatively reliable PDFs can also be obtained from the ARCS chopper spectrometer at SNS when operated without a Fermi chopper. The Fermi chopper mechanism at ARCS is mounted on a motorized translation table, allowing one to easily switch between two installed Fermi chopper slit packages and an open 'white-beam' position. This feature, together with the demonstration that quantitatively reliable structural information can be obtained from ARCS, means that it becomes straightforward to analyze structure and dynamics from the same sample without dismounting it from the instrument.
No routines currently exist for a complete time-focussing of diffraction data from ARCS, and so the data were histogrammed to produce the 1D powder diffraction pattern using a generic TOF to d-space conversion. This results in data with degraded resolution, and with poorly defined peak shapes. Although the data could not be refined using the Rietveld method, we successfully obtained and refined atomic pair using PDFgui (Farrow et al., 2007) , superimposed. The details of the PDF method are provided elsewhere (Egami & Billinge, 2003 
As is evident from Tab. 1, quantitative structural parameters can be refined from the ARCS PDF with high accuracy. Interestingly, the peak width in the ARCS PDF also appears to be larger than that for the NPDF data for the same Q max used. This effect is known to appear when data have a Q-dependent peak broadening (Toby & Egami,
1992) but appears to be particularly marked in the ARCS data. If it is not accounted for in the model, this results in an overestimate for atomic displacement parameters from ARCS, as is evident in Tab. 1. Notably, the fit gives a very good value for the agreement factor r W , that is a standard qualitative goodness of fit measure (Egami & Billinge, 2003 
Synopsis
The first use of the ARCS chopper spectrometer at the Spallation Neutron Source at Oak Ridge National Laboratory for powder diffraction based atomic pair distribution function (PDF) analysis is reported. Its performance is benchmarked against the NPDF diffractometer at Los Alamos National Laboratory.
